served at 3490 cm-I . This band was replaced by a band at 2580 cm-t when the sample was heated at 750°C in an atmosphere of heavy water as shown in the accompanying Fig. l(a) .. The heat treatment .was don: by placing the sample m a vented tube WhiCh con tamed heavy water. The tube was heated in a tube furnace where the sample was placed in the center and water was placed in a cooler region. To see if the D+ repl~cing the H+ was reversible, the sample was' heated m an atmosphere saturated with water at 500°C for 40 min. The OH band at 3490 Cnl i reappeared, and the magnitude of the OD band decreased as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The OD band disappeared completely when the sample was heated at 700°C for 30 min. in a humid atmosphere as shown in Fig. l(c) . It seems that deuterium and hydrogen replace each other in these crystals. It was found also that the magnitude of the OH band changed when the sample was heated in air, pointing. out the ease with which H+ moves in the crystal. The magnitude of the OH band did not decrease when the sample was repolished on both sides. This shows that the H+ is in the bulk of the crystal. ' Additional evidence that these two absorption bands have been correctly assigned to OH and OD stretching vibrations is obtained from the value of the, ratio of their vibrational frequencies. The observed value (PH/pn=1.35) is very close ,to the expected value of 1.37 which is computed from the reduced masses, assuming the vibrational frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of the reduced mass. The experimental value of 1.35 in SrTiOs is identical to the value in Ti0 2 reported by Soffer.! . Johnson 2 has pr9Posed a model for H+ in Ti0 2 single crystals. He suggests that an impurity complex is formed consisting of H+ or D+ between two oxygen ions in normal lattice sites adjacent to a substitutional impurity of valence 3+, such as FeB+ or AIB+. It seems likely that H+ and D+ replace each other in centers adjacent to impurity ions.
The displacement (,6p) of the OH stretching vibration frequency from the known nonbonded value of 3700 cm-1 can be correlated to the 0-0 distance of the competing oxygen ions in the crystal. Pimentel et al. 3 determined a quantitative relation between ,6P and the 0-0 distance. From the observed value of 3490 cm-I one finds using their relation that the 0-0 distance is about 2.82 1. In SrTiO a the neighboring oxygen ions in normal lattice sites are equidistant from each other at a distance of 2.76 1.4
The suggestions of Dr. R. R. Addiss and the experimental assistance of B. Perkins, L. Thibault, and J. P.
Sachse are greatly appreciated.
I B. H. Soffer, J. Chem. Phys. 35, 940 (1961 There has recently appeared a provocative discussion of the hydrogen-iodine reaction.I In examining the possible geometries of the .transition state. for !he hypothetical molecular reactlOn, the above diSCUSSI?n presents some arguments as well as a personal conViCtion that the "trapezoidal" structure will be more stable than other arrangements, such as the linear and staggered structures. This supposition has a long history. I would like to present some simple quantummechanical arguments which suggest that the t;apezoidal geometry should be branded energetI:~lly unlikely, and similarly, that a square D4h transitlOn state for the hydrogen exchange reaction should be at high energy~ . Consider the construction of a level correlatlOn diagram 2 for the exchange reaction H2+D2=2~, proceeding through the sequence of conformatlOns D2h->,D4h->,D2h. Only the U g and Uti orbitals of each H2 molecule will be considered.
Let the molecular orbitals of the system be classified as symmetric (S). or antisymmetric (A) with respect to reflection in two perpendicular mirror planes. The U levels of the "reactants" are clearly symmetric under r;flection in Plane 1, whereas those of the "products" are symmetric under reflection in Plane 2. When the proper symmetry-adapted combinations are formed, the construction of the correlation diagram follows trivially (Fig. 1) .
This correlation diagram obviously resembles that for the cycloaddition of ethylene to ethylene and is characteristic of a thermally forbidden and photochemically allowed reaction. s ,4 In simple terms, the concerted exchange reaction proceeding through a D4h transition state would not conserve orbital symmetry. The energy price to be paid, if the reaction were concerted, is difficult to estimate, but it should be somewhat less than the cost of promoting two bonding electrons on H2 to nonbonding, i.e., 4.7 eV. The correlation diagrams may be used to eliminate other highly symmetrical transition states, such as those of Td or D3k geometry. But they cannot predict the preferred geometry among the many choices of low symmetry. Some approximate molecular-orbital calculations we have done indicate (1) a preference for a colinear approach at large H r H 2 separation, (2) energetically favored distortion of the D4h geometry to a C 2v "kite" shape. Much better calculations of the H r H 2 potential surface are still ambiguous about the topology of the surface. 6 The correlation diagram for the H 2 + 12 reaction proceeding through a trapezoidal transition state is just as simple to draw (Fig. 2) . The element of symmetry maintained is a plane bisecting reactants H2 and h 6 The ground-state reaction is once again symmetry forbidden. The correlation diagrams indicate that the reaction should not be concerted (through a trapezoidal transition state) but give again no information on which of the less symmetrical geometries should be preferred. To specify these, some detailed calculations are needed.
Our simple arguments cannot account for the apparently very low energies of activation observed for the reactions of 12 and Br2,7 and Br2 and Cb. 8 There is yet no agreement on the vapor-phase homogeneity of these reactions. 9 I would like to thank S. H. Bauer and B. Widom for many discussions on this topic.
Recent experiments reported by Sullivan! show that the mechanism is sufficient to account for the observed rate of the process previously supposed 2 to proceed directly:
Noyes 3 suggested that a paradox should exist in the application of kinetic theory to this process unless one of three unpleasant conditions were to hold. The first of these conditions is that "it is impossible to construct a potential-energy surface that increases monotonously (sic) as a hydrogen and an iodine molecule react to attain the transition state of the experimentally observed process leading to 2HI." This could be dem(:)llstrated by showing that the transition state of the process believed to occur is inaccessible to the simple bimolecular collision of H2 and 12 molecules. It would imply that equilibrium b'etween H 2 + 12 and 2HI cannot be reached directly by the bimolecular mechanism, at least at low temperatures, but must be mediated by iodine atoms, or a chain reaction, or other indirect processes. The heart of the matter is the question whether a low-energy path of type (2) above exists, i.e., is accessible in the statistical-mechanical sense, or is allowed in the quantum-mechanical sense. This question would be extremely difficult to answer rigorously, since it concerns regions of collision processes which may not safely be assumed to be molecules in stationary quan-
